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Dear Parents, I write this with a great feel of happiness and
satisfaction, as we have successfully marched to the end of first term
of the academic year 2017-18. The first term has marked a great start
of the academic year, flooded with activities and it’s nothing
unusual when I say we did close the term with the heartthrob
activity the KG Project Day.

The KG project day, Yes Of course was a colorful event. The tiny
tots did not fail to captivate the hearts of the audience through their
cute and flawless performance. Every child is born with intelligence
and when its nurtured and taken care of it in the right time, even the
sky doesn’t become the limit. Our tiny tots did possess loads of
talents in them and our teachers had done a fine work in identifying
the skills of every child, setting the stage for them to perform
different events like reciting rhymes, singing, dancing and enacting
various roles through skit. The colorful display of the young artist

was blissful. Though we cherish on lighter parts of the
academic happenings, challenges are also a part and parcel of
our achievements, without which our victory becomes
meaningless. “Behind every young child who believes in
himself is a parent who believed first.” As a responsible
teacher and a guiding Principal, I felt the stress and pressure
the tenth graders are facing due to the upcoming board
exams. The stress of the board exams does extend its arms to
the parents thus making their lives miserable.

Principal Desk
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I believe, behind every successful student stands a strong and
supportive parent. My intuition guided me to conduct a
workshop to guide the parents to handle their children in
stress, serve as a moral support, most of all believe in them to
win over the challenge with much ease. The workshop was a
sandwich program consisting of three sessions “Stress relief
through art” by Mr. Jacob, Art Teacher, Primrose Schools “The
board exam year destressed” by Mrs. Arundhati, Head of
Parent Circle and “Bonding with the child through sports”
conducted by Mr. Gokul Nath, Head of Physical Education
Department Primrose School; served as an ultimate stress
buster. The workshop added value in bringing the parent and
child together bridging the gap brought by the exams
I hope and believe these little efforts would bring in a lot of
positive impact in a child’s life who is longing to have
someone to shoulder the ups and downs of the life. Wishing
my children all the very best for their future endeavors.

Regards

Principal
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Oath taking 
Ceremony 

Running for 
Victory

Champ’s on their 
feet
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Talent wins games, But team-work & 

intelligence wins Championship 



Moments to celebrate



AFSAL RAHMAAN M. QATHIRA GIFFTHIYA. M 

Nandini Ganesh

Marshini Ganesh
Sai Mothesh
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Mayan Ball Game

Denmark’s King’s Play

British Bull Dog

England Football

Scotland 














